
EVS in the Gymnasium 
Salvatorkolleg, Bad Wurzach 

 

You want to do an 
EVS in a school 
and dedicate your time working with 
students and teachers? 
 
 

Check out the video of Global Day 2015: You can see the Turkish EVS Nuran with 
her group from minute 3:30! 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ikEyBI_JnhA&feature=youtu.be) 

 
Liene and Anna did a project on diversity 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Ruben and András work their way through the 
private library of a patre 

 
All volunteers took part in every aspect of everyday work at the school: 

- Work in the registration office 
- Tutoring students and helping them with their homework 

- Presenting in classrooms 
- Helping out in the school library 

- Accompanying students on school trips (yes, they got to go to UK and Italy and France with some groups!) 
- Organization of sport, music or art events 

- helping the maintenance guy – keeping the school nice and new and clean 

- project on diversity: develop a project to make the diversity of the school visible 
- there is the possibility to get involved in the activities of the refugee support group in Bad Wurzach 

 
 
 
 

The school was funded in the castle of 
Bad Wurzach - there is a new building 
now, but the library is still in this 
amazing building! 

Look at those amazing stairs!! 

They asked all students where their ancestors are from 
and made a big world map 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ikEyBI_JnhA&feature=youtu.be


You want to live in a small town in an 
amazing surrounding? (just look at this video about the 

Wurzacher Ried: 

https://youtu.be/3dUfbeXeD0g?list=PL6iNEc9of9HFMt8C4mZgpqTGkWcXYXBzo) 
 
 
You have to be fine with living in a small town! There is one club 
(some of the volunteers really enjoyed that), there are some bars 
and restaurants and above all there are teachers and an amazing 
tutor who are really doing their best that volunteers don’t get 
bored in their free time! 
 

 
 
You will attend a language class at the university Weingarten, so 
you go to Weingarten and Ravensburg (bigger cities) at least 
once a week 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bad Wurzach is surrounded by a 
preserved area called "Ried" 

https://youtu.be/3dUfbeXeD0g?list=PL6iNEc9of9HFMt8C4mZgpqTGkWcXYXBzo


You want an EVS organization that really takes care of their 
volunteers and integrates them in all aspects? 
 
You are between 18 – 30 years old? And ideally you know some 
German already? You can start on 1. October and stay until 
15. August? 
 
Then this might be for you: the Gymnasium Salvatorkolleg is 
looking for a two volunteers! 

 
We are looking for motivated volunteers with loads of 
ideas! If you know at least basic German even better – this 
makes it easier for you to get started! 
 
For any questions or for sending in your application 
contact Doris (doris@aha-ravensburg.de) 
 
Deadline for application is the 15.03.2018. Each 
application must contain:  

- CV with picture 
- Motivation letter explaining why you want to join the 

project  
- Details about your sending organization 

This project is already approved and we only 
cooperate with those five sending organizations: 

- Fiatalok a Vidékért Egyesület, Budapest, Hungary 
- Léo Lagrange Centre Est, Villeurbanne, France 
- Associazione InCo - Interculturalità & Comunicazione, Molfetta, Italy 
- Imagina- Movilidad europea, Alcobendas, Spain 
- Centrul de Voluntariat Cluj-Napoca, Cluj-Napoca, Romania 

 

mailto:doris@aha-ravensburg.de

